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In Symmetry
Catalog* Page

In Symmetry
Symmetrical Stems Border Punch
Flirty Flamingo 1/4" Gold Metallic Ribbon
Flirty Flamingo Classic Stampin' Pad®
Misty Moonlight Classic Stampin' Pad®
Bumblebee Classic Stampin' Pad®
Just Jade Classic Stampin' Pad®
Stamparatus
Simply Shammy
Optional: Gidget’s Bow Maker

21-22
21-22
21-22
21-22
21-22
21-22
21-22
21-22
21-22

Item #

Price

113 155140
148 155606
139 155610
122 147052
123 153118
123 153116
123 153115
144 146276
145 147042

Consumables

Catalog* Page Item #

Misty Moonlight Card Stock
Flirty Flamingo Card Stock
Just Jade Card Stock
Basic White card stock
Basic White
Small Grid Paper

21-22
21-22
21-22

Price

$17.00
$16.00
$8.00
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$49.00
$8.00
Sizes

21-22

123
122
123
136

153081
141416
153079
159276

$8.75
$8.75
$8.75
$9.75

21-22

144 149621

$6.50

139
167
142
136

16” (10”, if
using the
$8.00 Bow Maker)
$5.25
$8.00
$7.50
1

Flirty Flamingo 1/4" Gold Metallic
Ribbon
21-22
Mini Glue Dots®
21-22
Genial Gems
21-22
Basic White Medium Envelopes 21-22

155610
103683
155500
159236

4¼” x 11
3 ⅞” x 5 ⅛”
4” x 5 ¼”
4” x 5 ¼”
3 ¾” x 3 ¾”

Favorite Tools & Accessories

Suggested Blocks, page 145
Stamparatus, p. 144
Clear Block A
118487
$4.00 Clear Block F
Clear Block B
117147
$6.00 Clear Block G
Clear Block C
118486
$7.00 Clear Block H
Clear Block D
118485
$8.50 Clear Block I
Clear Block E
118484
$12.00 Bundle A-I
Adhesives, page 167
Multipurpose Glue 110755
$4.00 Tear & Tape
Stampin' Seal
152813
$8.00 Stampin' Seal Refill
Stampin' Seal+
149699
$12.00 Stampin' Seal+ Refill
Mini Glue Dots® 103683
$5.25 Fine-Tip Glue Pen
Dimensionals®
104430
$4.00 Mini Dimensionals

146276
118483
118489
118490
118488
118491
21-22
154031
152814
152812
138309
144108

*21-22 = Annual Catalog, AD 21 = August-December Mini Catalog, JJ 21 = Jan-June Mini Catalog
SAB = Sale-a-Bration Brochure (Level 1 is free for $50 purchased products)
By Bev Adams, bevadams@verizon.net, www.BevAdams.com

$49.00
$17.00
$4.50
$8.50
$12.00
$71.50
$7.00
$5.50
$8.00
$7.00
$4.00

You will use the Stamparatus to create a symmetrical design on the Basic
White square piece of card stock. As you work, you will be making a master of
your design on the grid paper. This helps you with placement for the various
stamps. It will also give you a pattern if you decide to repeat your design. Your
first stamp will be near the corners, then you will work your way toward the
center.
This technique works with many stamps, especially stamp sets with multiple
small images that do not have a strong direction, something that would look
funny upside-down. But Sweet Symmetry is especially great for it, as most of
the images are symmetrical and can be lined up perfectly.
As you stamp with the Stamparatus, you may get ink on the plate. This can
easily be transferred as smudges to your card. This is especially true if the ink
touches the magnets. Have the Simply Shammy or a wet wipe of some kind
available to wipe off any stray ink before stamping.
1. Score the Misty Moonlight card stock at 5 ½”. Fold and crease for the card
base.
2. Adhere the Just Jade layer to the card front.
3. Stamp your greeting in Misty Moonlight ink about 2” from the top of the 4” x
5 ¼” Basic White layer. Stamp the large five-petal flower in Flirty Flamingo
ink on the bottom of this layer. Adhere to the inside of the card. You may
want to stamp this flower on the flap of the envelope as well.
4. Mark an X on the Small Grid Paper. (7” x 7”) to (1” x 1”) and (7” x 1”) to (1”
x 7”) Place the 3 ¾” x 3 ¾” Whisper White piece so all four corners of the
card stock are on the drawn lines. Mark a dot in each corner.
5. With the grid paper on the Stamparatus, place a single leaf on the diagonal
line with the point near one corner where you marked a dot. Pick up the
leaf stamp with the Stamparatus plate. Ink with Just Jade ink and stamp
the grid paper. Position the card stock on the marks. Ink again and stamp
the card stock. Rotate 90° and stamp again. Repeat for all for corners.
6. Position the small double leaves just at the base of the single leaf. Stamp
with Just Jade ink on the grid paper, then stamp all four corners of the card
stock.
7. Move the double leaves stamp toward the center and just barely touching
the previous leaves. Stamp with Just Jade on the grid paper and all four
directions of the card stock.
8. Place the small three-petal flower right at the base of the second double
leaf stamp and aligned with the diagonal line. Stamp with Bumblebee ink
on the grid paper and all four directions of the card stock.
9. Place the large three-petal flower with the center petal on the vertical line
(at 4”) and about even with the first stamped leaf. Pick up the stamp and

10.

11.

12.
13.

14.
15.
16.

stamp in Flirty Flamingo ink on the grid paper and all four directions of the
card stock.
Depending on your placement, you may have room for the full circle stamp
that is 1 ⅛”. If so, position this stamp right in the center of the drawn X. Ink
with Flirty Flamingo ink and stamp the grid paper and the card stock. If you
don’t have room for that flower, move the three-petal flower you used in
step 9 and stamp in Flirty Flamingo ink on the grid paper and all four
directions.
Place the full flower that is ½” in the center of the X. Ink and stamp with
Misty Moonlight ink on the grid paper and the card stock. I stamped over
the center of the 1 ¼” Flirty Flamingo flower, rotated a bit so the point of
the center Flirty Flamingo flower are between the rounded petals of the
Misty Moonlight flower.
Punch the bottom center of the Flirty Flamingo layer. Adhere the stamped
layer near the top of the Flirty Flamingo layer.
Tie the ribbon around the bottom of the card stock. If you are using
Gidget’s Bow Maker, position the pegs with one hole in the middle. Make
the bow by wrapping the ribbon around the pegs with one side over the
other. The end that is on top will go down and between the pegs, then up
and over the ribbon between the pegs. Even up the ends of the ribbon,
aiming for the knot to be centered between the pegs. Tie a simple knot.
Slide your bow up and off the pegs.
Adhere the bow barely covering the bottom of the stamped layer. I used a
Glue Dot to hold the bow in place. Then I wrapped the ends of the ribbon to
the back and adhered with Glue Dots or Stampin’ Seal.
Adhere Flirty Flamingo card stock centered on the Just Jade layer.
Add Genial Gems, as desired. They are Mint Macaron and Pale Papaya,
but they are clear with gold sparkles. I think they go with this card just fine.

